Fiery System 9 R2

Fiery Digital Print Servers Define “State-of-the-Art”
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The Digital Print Industry’s Most Important Invention

Raise the Value of Every Print Job

Speed up the work you do now and expand into new markets with the help of the EFI™ Fiery® System 9 R2 print server technology. Its expanded capabilities and its intuitive, smarter support tools make tasks simpler, more error-free and more profitable. You need to deliver superior documents faster, with vibrant and consistent color every time. Fiery servers deliver for you. They do more for you and your customers than any RIP that we have ever designed.

Fiery System 9 R2 allows you to enjoy fast, industry-leading and adaptable workflows that connect and integrate with your environment and with other EFI solutions. Fiery servers are built on an open platform, so they work in whatever print environment you have, and help you address even the most demanding offset and digital printing requirements with ease.
Stay Productive with Job Management that Manages for You

Fiery Command WorkStation® 5 (CWS5) simplifies and centralizes job management by connecting all Fiery servers on the network. It helps you achieve optimal results in real time, making everyone from apprentices to master printers more productive on virtually any Mac® or Windows® client.

The integrated document make-ready tools are intuitive and visual, so document management and preparation can be performed effectively with the quickest turnaround time and minimal waste.

The advanced queue management capabilities included in the Fiery servers eliminates bottlenecks and minimizes downtime. Automated features, such as Fiery Hot Folders and Virtual Printers, eliminate repetitive tasks for faster, error-free printing and improved productivity.

Get Precise, Accurate, Reliable Color Output

We know output is everything, and again, the Fiery print server technology delivers. The integrated Fiery ColorWise® gives high quality color out-of-the-box and integrates the essential components of Fiery Graphic Arts Package, Premium Edition, Fiery Spot-On and the Fiery Color Profiler Suite to control and manage color throughout your workflow without any effort.

The Fiery servers are ideal for producing powerful marketing materials, personalized communications and packaging and photo publishing applications because they optimize your print engine to get superior color that amazes even your toughest customers.

Amateur photos even look their best with a one-click Fiery Image Enhancement, which automates color correction of non-professional photographs without the time or expense associated with traditional photo manipulation.

Expand Your VDP Capabilities

EFI’s VDP solutions accelerate image processing and speed up merging tasks. They are scalable, work with all popular languages – including PPML – and produce effective one-to-one marketing campaigns faster, easier and with more flexibility than competitive solutions.
Streamline Your Composition and Imposition Tasks

Fiery SeeQuence Suite is the state-of-the-art in-RIP Fiery option. It brings document composition and imposition tools together to address all your document preparation needs. Its intuitive user interface helps you reduce waste and errors because it shows you exactly how any document will look when it is printed. Fiery SeeQuence Compose provides centralized document assembly, and Fiery SeeQuence Impose streamlines and automates the imposition process. Together, they provide you with a tightly integrated and visual workflow, allowing you to accurately set up and soft proof jobs locally or remotely at a Mac or Windows client.

Protect Your Work

With the explosion of viruses and security breaches, protecting company information is important. Fiery System 9 R2 provides a complete administrator toolset to cover all aspects of document and device security. The toolset delivers the most comprehensive security measures in the print industry.

Enjoy Easier Integration

Fiery System 9 R2 helps you protect your investment, regardless of the third-party or EFI solutions that you use now. By supporting the Adobe® P Print Engine 2, Fiery servers also offer a native end-to-end PDF workflow, allowing you to improve the consistency and flexibility of your printed output from design to print.

Fiery JDF technology also connects EFI solutions and Fiery-enabled solutions, so you can move job information through your system faster and more efficiently.

In short, Fiery servers are the world’s finest print solutions, and it’s ready work for you today to prove that claim.

For more information visit www.efi.com/fiery